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ABSTRACT
In a single-chip digital color imaging sensor, a color fil-
ter array (CFA) is used to obtain sampled spectral com-
ponents (red, green and blue) in an interleaved fashion.
Color demosaicing is the process of interpolating these
regularly spaced sampled values into the dense pixel
maps for each spectral components. In this paper we
present techniques for interpolating the color images in
the YUV color space. The resulting interpolated images
could be directly used in the DCT based JPEG compres-
sion scheme. As the final results are desired in the DCT
space, we have also used the concept of subband DCT
computation for interpolating the individual components
of color images in the DCT domain. Based on a simple
strategy for computing � , � and � components, several
modifications are also proposed for improving the quality
of the reconstructed images. We have observed that me-
dian filtering of the chrominance components improves
the end results remarkably.
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1. Introduction

Single-sensor cameras [1], [2], [3], [4], for color image
acquisition use color filter arrays (CFAs) to obtain sam-
pled red, green and blue pixel data (or luminance and
chrominance signals) in an interleaved fashion. To this
end, different checker-board patterns are used as color
filter arrays (CFAs) [3], of which the Bayer pattern CFA
[5] (shown in Figure 1) is more commonly employed and
is considered in this paper. In Figure 1 the sampled color
components are denoted by R (for red), G (for green) and
B (for blue).

From the sampled color pixel data, the missing
color pixel values are interpolated to obtain dense pixel
maps in all three spectral components. The process of
interpolating these sparse data into dense pixel maps
is commonly known as color interpolation or color
demosaicing. Interestingly many of the digital cam-
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Figure 1. The Bayer pattern.

eras provide the output interpolated image in the DCT
based JPEG compression standard. Most of the exist-
ing interpolation algorithms are based on the RGB color
space. This implies that further computations are re-
quired for converting these interpolated images into the
YUV space, which are subsequently transformed into
DCTs and subjected to different encoding stages of the
JPEG compression scheme [6]. In our work we propose
to reduce this overhead by directly interpolating in the
YUV space. Moreover, we have used the concept of sub-
band DCT computation [7] for image interpolation in the
DCT-domain. In [8], algorithms for image resizing using
subband DCT computations are presented. We have used
the image-upsampling (or image-doubling operation as
called in [8]) algorithm for the purpose of interpolation
in this work. In this algorithm, DCT coefficients for ev-
ery � � � block are converted to DCT coefficients of a
��� �� block using subband DCT theory [7]. Later, in-
verse DCTs of �� � �� blocks provide the upsampled
images. The details are discussed in [8].

In the next section, we present our algorithms of
color interpolation. Finally, we have discussed the mer-
its and demerits of the proposed techniques against other
known methods.

2. Color Interpolation in YUV space

Let us partition the CFA in smaller blocks of sizes �� �,
where each block consists of the color masks as depicted
in Figure 2.

Let us also denote the pixels in the corresponding
��� blocks in the mosaiced image as shown in Figure 3.
Let the functions for converting a pixel having �, � and 	
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Figure 2. A �� � block in the CFA.
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Figure 3. Pixels in the mosaiced image for the corre-
sponding �� � block.

values (for R, G and B spectral components respectively)
to a pixel in YUV space be denoted as:
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(1)

The transformation is linear and given by the following
equation:
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(2)
Now, the algorithm is described below:

Algorithm Simple YUV interpolation (SYUV)
Input: Mosaiced image obtained through the Bayer CFA.
Output: Interpolated image in the compressed domain.
Begin

1. For each � � � block of the input image do the fol-
lowing:
�

(a) Compute y, u and v values from ���, ��� and
	�� as follows,

��� � ���� � ������

 � � ����� ���� 	���
� � ������ ���� 	���
 � � ����� ���� 	���

(3)

(b) Store 
, � and  values as downsampled � , �
and � components respectively.

�

2. Compute DCT of � and upsample it using SBDCT
computation as described in [8].

3. Compute DCT’s of downsampled � and � compo-
nents.

Table 1. Recovery of individual components using
SYUV interpolation

PSNR
images Y U V

(dB) (dB) (dB)
Statue 28.49 31.16 31.88
Lighthouse 24.92 28.68 29.40
Window 27.71 30.25 30.88
Sail 27.67 31.19 31.75
Pepper 26.83 29.95 29.90

End Simple YUV interpolation (SYUV)

It may be noted that as in the JPEG compression
standard, downsampled � and � components are used,
it is not necessary to upsample them. However, for the
� component it is necessary to upsample. For experi-
mentations, we created the Bayer pattern array from a
number of original color images. Next, full color images
were generated from each of the Bayer pattern arrays us-
ing the SYUV algorithm described above. In Figure 4
we present a typical example of image-reconstruction. It
may be noted that in presenting our results (also in sub-
sequent sections) we do not perform any kind of quan-
tization or compression on the DCT coefficients. One
can observe that the quality of the reconstructed image is
poor and many of the details are blurred. In some cases,
false colors also appear near the edges (specially near
‘achromatic’ edges). The performance of the algorithm
in recovering individual � , � and � components for var-
ious images are shown in Table 1.

(a) Statue (original) (b) by SYUV

Figure 4. Reconstructed images by SYUV

Interestingly, one could observe from Table 1 that
� and � components are reconstructed more reliably
than the � component. The justifications for this prop-
erty could be given from the fact that the transformations
of the image in YUV from the RGB space are linear. For
a downsampled � and � components, values are formed
by the averages over red, green and blue components in
a �� � block. Hence, the expected deviations of the rep-
resentative (true) sample values in the mosaiced image
from the average values are less (following the central
limit theorem and assuming that the probability distribu-
tion of a spectral component in a small neighborhood is



Table 2. Recovery of individual components using
YUVG interpolation

PSNR
images Y U V

(dB) (dB) (dB)
Statue 32.85 31.50 32.13
Lighthouse 30.68 28.90 29.67
Window 32.50 30.41 31.25
Sail 33.16 31.46 32.14
Pepper 29.35 30.22 30.50

Gaussian). But this is not true for � . Here, we have to in-
terpolate them in full resolution. Hence we have consid-
ered following strategies for improving the performance
of our proposed technique.

2.1 Computations through ‘green’ inter-
polation

For improving the performance of SYUV algorithm, we
have to improve the quality of reconstruction of the �
component. As the green component plays the domi-
nant role in determining the luminance (� ) component
(see Eq. (2)), we propose to carry out interpolation of
the green component in the first step using any conven-
tional technique and then use these values to determine
� , � and � subsequently. In our work we have used
an edge correlated interpolation technique for interpolat-
ing the green component [9]. In these techniques [10],
[11], horizontal and vertical gradient values are used in
the interpolation computation. The algorithm makes use
of only the pixel values in the sampled array in the in-
terpolation which are lying along the least gradient path
(either horizontal or vertical). We have implemented the
method proposed by Hamilton et al. [9]. In this case
the interpolated values are corrected from the second or-
der derivatives of the spectral components. For a missing
green value at a blue (red) pixel in the sampled array,
the second order derivatives of the blue (red) pixel val-
ues along the same direction are added with the average
green values.

In Figure 5(a), the reconstructed image obtained
by this algorithm (to be called the YUVG algorithm) is
shown. One could observe that there is a considerable
improvement in the quality of the reconstruction. But
in some cases one could observe false colors near the
edges. The improvement in the recovery of � compo-
nents (around � � dB gain) could be observed in Table
2. Interestingly, marginal improvements in the recover-
ies of � and � components are also observed on account
of using interpolated ‘green’ values.

2.2 Post-processing � and � components

One of the advantages in having the images in YUV
space is that achromatic and chromatic components are
well separated in this color space. Here � represents the
luminance or achromatic component. On the other hand,
� and � represent chrominance components. This helps
in tackling the appearances of false colors near the achro-

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5. Reconstructed images by : (a) YUVG (b) YU-
VGM and (c) YUVGMSB

Table 3. Recovery of individual components using YU-
VGM interpolation

PSNR
images Y U V

(dB) (dB) (dB)
Statue 32.91 40.38 41.82
Lighthouse 30.77 35.23 35.97
Window 32.53 36.52 37.96
Sail 33.25 39.60 40.90
Pepper 29.46 34.25 33.65

matic edges of the color image. We have adopted a very
simple strategy for suppressing false colors. We model
false colors as noisy samples of the � and � compo-
nents. Visibly they occur in isolated regions with sharp
discontinuities. Hence, we modeled them as ‘salt and
pepper’ noise. We have reduced this noise in our work
using median filtering [12] (with a �mask). We found
remarkable improvements in the recoveries of the � and
� components (see Table 3). In some cases the gains
in the PSNR value (with respect to YUVG results) are as
high as 9 dB (approximately). Presences of false colors
also are significantly suppressed in these cases (Figure
5(b)). In our work we refer the modified YUVG algo-
rithm using median filtering of � and � components as
the YUVGM algorithm.



Table 4. Recovery of individual components using YU-
VGMSB interpolation

PSNR
images Y U V

(dB) (dB) (dB)
Statue 32.91 41.05 42.58
Lighthouse 30.77 36.41 37.09
Window 32.54 37.72 39.11
Sail 33.25 40.42 41.74
Pepper 29.47 34.66 34.03

Table 5. Average pixel processing times (in ��)

SYUV YUVG YUVGM YUVGMSB
1.75 1.07 4.37 11.99

2.3 Sub-band Interpolations of � and �

components

It has been observed that the interpolated images could
be further improved if one performs upsampling of the
� and � components (instead of replications as done
in the JPEG compression scheme) using subband DCT
computations [8]. In Table 4 we present these improved
performances. We call the modified YUVGM algorithm
with interpolations of the � and � components using
sub-band DCT computations as the YUVGMSB algo-
rithm. We found in some cases the gains in the recov-
eries (with respect to the YUVGM results) are more than
1 dB. The interpolated images using this technique are
shown in Figure 5(c). However, the interpolations of
U and V components using subband DCT computations
imposes considerable overhead in the computation. We
have elaborated these observations in the next section.

2.4 Computational overheads

Each modification of the algorithm is likely to increase
the computational overhead. We present the average
pixel processing times for each technique in Table 5. The
algorithms were implemented on a Linux-7.3 Work Sta-
tion. The processor is Pentium-III with 550 MHZ clock.
One can observe that subband DCT computations take
considerable time in interpolating the components. Even
the simple algorithm SYUV, where Y is interpolated us-
ing SBDCT, takes more time than YUVG, where no such
computation is carried out. similarly one may note that
YUVGMSB takes considerable time in interpolating U
and V components using subband DCT computations.

3. Evaluation of algorithms

To compare the performances of the proposed interpo-
lation algorithms, We have considered the following as-
pects of the algorithms in our study:

1. Quality of image reconstructions,

2. Memory requirements,

3. Speed of computations, and

4. False color suppression.

For judging the quality of the reconstructed image
we have used the CPSNR (Composite-Peak-Signal-to-
Noise-Ratio) measures. Let ����� 
�� � � �� ��  be
the spectral components of a benchmark image of size
� �� and �

�

���� 
�� � � �� ��  be the respective recon-
structed spectral components. Then CPSNR is defined
as:

����� � �� � log���
�
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(4)
Since CPSNR measures do not always reflect the

quality of the images in terms of edge reconstructions,
we have also used here another measure, PEINR (Peak-
Edge-Intensity-to-Noise-Ratio) for reflecting how edges
are recovered in the interpolated images. For defining
PEINR we have used the binary edge map of an image,
which is computed from the gradient image of the sam-
pled array. In an edge map ���� 
� of an image, if the
value at a pixel location is � it shows the presence of
edge pixels and otherwise the value is �. Then, PEINR is
defined as:

����� � ���log���
�

�

���������
����������������
�
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�������
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�����
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(5)
We present our experimental results with a set of

images used earlier by the researchers. In our compara-
tive studies, we have considered two typical existing al-
gorithms. One of them is the simple bilinear interpola-
tion technique, as many work reported earlier compared
their results with this one. The other one is a very good
interpolation technique, which provide good quality of
color image reconstruction as well as good suppression
of false colors. This is the technique proposed by Kim-
mel [13] who has used the principles of edge directed
cross-ratio averaging and corrections. In his technique
Kimmel used the directional derivatives for assigning the
weights of the cross-ratio averaging and color adjust-
ments. We will refer his technique in our work as ED-
CRAC (as noted earlier also in [14]). Among our pro-
posed algorithms, we present the results for both YU-
VGM and YUVGMSB. Though the quality of recon-
structions for YUVGMSB is found to be marginally bet-
ter than YUVGM, YUVGMSB takes significantly large
pixel processing times. Hence we felt it is worth to con-
sider the applicability of YUVGM also.

3.1 Quality of Reconstructions

In Figures 6 we present the reconstructed images using
the bilinear interpolation technique as well using Kim-
mel’s algorithm. In Tables 6 and 7 we present the CP-
SNR and PEINR values for different images obtained by
different techniques. In the tables, the maximum values
obtained by any of the methods considered here are high-
lighted by bold numerals. It may be noted that EDCRAC



Table 6. CPSNR for Different Interpolation Tech-
niques

Images YUVGM YUVGMSB Bilinear EDCRAC
(dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)

Statue 31.87 31.97 27.85 31.58
Lighthouse 28.85 29.10 25.09 30.40
Window 30.16 30.55 26.84 32.69
Sail 31.82 32.02 27.69 33.45
Pepper 26.52 26.80 25.45 25.04

Table 7. PEINR for Different Interpolation Tech-
niques

Images YUVGM YUVGMSB Bilinear EDCRAC
(dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)

Statue 17.95 17.92 12.91 13.57
Lighthouse 18.80 18.59 19.61 17.35
Window 16.44 16.26 15.17 24.18
Sail 18.79 18.96 18.46 20.97
Pepper 14.43 14.40 11.51 11.77

performs very well in most of the cases. But, the perfor-
mances of YUVGM and YUVGMSB are also quite close
to the performance measures achieved by EDCRAC. In
some cases, in fact, they have marginally outperformed
it.

(a) Statue (BI) (b) Statue (EDCRAC)

Figure 6. Reconstructed images by bilinear interpolation
and Kimmel’s algorithm (EDCRAC)

3.2 Computation speed

We have also measured the computation times for differ-
ent interpolation techniques. We present here the average
pixel processing times (see Table 8). It may be noted that
we do not claim that all methods have been efficiently
implemented. Unless there is a significant difference in
the computation time one should not conclude about their
relative speed of computation. One should also consider
the overhead due to the conversion from RGB space to
YUV color space, downsampling the U and V compo-
nents and finally transforming them in DCTs. Interest-
ingly, though the performances of YUVGM are close to
EDCRAC, it takes significantly less amount of time in
computation.

Table 8. Average pixel processing times (in ��)

YUVGM YUVGMSB Bilinear EDCRAC
4.37 11.99 2.97 9.65

3.3 Memory requirements

One could easily observe that the memory requirements
in the proposed schemes are significantly less. This is
due to the fact that only the downsampled versions of �
and � are produced. Hence for a mosaiced pattern of
size � �� , the memory requirement for both YUVGM
and YUVGMSB is �� �� ��� � �� ��� � 	

� �. But
on the other hand for the conventional algorithms in the
RGB space the memory requirement is � � �� � ��.
It may be noted however that in computing the memory
requirements we have considered one additional buffer
for storing the mosaiced pattern obtained using the CFA.
One may translate this advantage of the smaller memory
requirements for the proposed schemes in efficient VLSI
implementations.

3.4 False Color Suppression

It has been pointed out earlier that median filtering of
the � and � components significantly reduce the appear-
ances of false colors. We demonstrate these features by
enlarging the extracted portions of the interpolated im-
ages (see Figure 7), where false colors are visibly per-
ceptible in different interpolation algorithms. However,
it should be noted that Kimmel’s algorithm (EDCRAC)
also significantly reduces false colors.

(a) (YUVGM) (b) (YUVGMSB)

(c) (BI) (d) (EDCRAC)

Figure 7. Examples of false color suppressions in an en-
larged part of Statue



4. Conclusion

In this paper we present techniques for interpolating the
color images in the YUV color space. The resulting inter-
polated images could be directly used in the DCT based
JPEG compression scheme. As the final results are de-
sired in the DCT space, we have also used the concept
of subband DCT computation for interpolating the indi-
vidual components of color images in the DCT domain.
Based on a simple strategy for computing the � , � and �
components, several modifications are also proposed for
improving the quality of the reconstructed images. We
have observed that median filtering of the chrominance
components improves the end results remarkably. The
results are also compared with the existing good inter-
polation algorithms and they are found to have compet-
itive advantages considering the speed of computations,
quality of image reconstruction, storage requirement and
false color suppression.
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